
Empirical Industrial Organization (ECO 310)
Fall 2018. Victor Aguirregabiria

Solution to Problem Set #2
Due on Thursday, December 6th, 2018 [before 11:59pm]

INSTRUCTIONS. Please, follow the following instructions for the submission
of your completed problem set.
1. Write your answers electronically in a word processor.
2. For the answers that involve coding in STATA, include in the document

the code in STATA that you have used to obtain your empirical results.
3. Convert the document to PDF format.
4. Submit your problem set (in PDF) online via Quercus.
5. You should submit your completed problem set before 11:59pm of Monday,

December 6th, 2018.
6. Problem sets should be written individually.

The total number of marks is 100.

QUESTION 1. [50 points]. Consider an industry with a differentiated product.
There are two firms in this industry, firms 1 and 2. Each firm produces and
sells only one brand of the differentiated product: brand 1 is produced by firm
1, and brand 2 by firm 2. The demand system is a logit demand model, where
consumers choose between three different alternatives: j = 0, represents the con-
sumer decision of no purchasing any product; and j = 1 and j = 2 represent the
consumer purchase of product 1 and 2, respectively. The utility of no purchase
(j = 0) is zero. The utility of purchasing product j ∈ {1, 2} is β xj − α pj + εj,
where the variables and parameters have the interpretation that we have seen
in class. Variable xj is a measure of the quality of product j, e.g., the number
of stars of the product according to consumer ratings. Therefore, we have that
β > 0. The random variables ε1 and ε2 are independently and identically distrib-
uted over consumers with a type I extreme value distribution, i.e., Logit model
of demand. Let H be the number of consumers in the market. Let s0, s1, and
s2 be the market shares of the three choice alternatives, such that sj represents
the proportion of consumers choosing alternative j and s0 + s1 + s2 = 1.
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Q1.1. (5 points) Based on this model, write the equation for the market share
s1 as a function of the prices and the qualities x’s of all the products.

ANSWER. The logit model with two products and utilities β xj −α pj + εj implies that the

market share of product 1 is:

s1 =
exp {β x1 − α p1}

1 + exp {β x1 − α p1}+ exp {β x2 − α p2}

Q1.2. (10 points) Obtain the expression for the derivatives: (a)
∂s1
∂p1

; (b)
∂s1
∂p2

; (c)

∂s1
∂x1

; and (d)
∂s1
∂x2

. Write the expression for these derivatives in terms only of the

market shares s1 and s2 and the parameters of the model.

ANSWER. We can write s1 =
exp{δ1}

1+exp{δ1}+exp{δ2} with δ1 = β x1 − α p1 and δ2 = β x2 − α p2.

Note that:

∂s1
∂δ1

=
exp {δ1} [1 + exp {δ1}+ exp {δ2}]

[1 + exp {δ1}+ exp {δ2}]2
− exp {δ1} exp {δ1}
[1 + exp {δ1}+ exp {δ2}]2

= s1 − (s1)2 = s1(1− s1)

And,

∂s1
∂δ2

= − exp {δ1} exp {δ2}
[1 + exp {δ1}+ exp {δ2}]2

= −s1 s2

(a) Using the chain rule of derivation,
∂s1
∂p1

=
∂s1
∂δ1

∂δ1
∂p1

. Note that
∂δ1
∂p1

= −α. And as

shown above
∂s1
∂δ1

= s1(1− s1). Therefore:

∂s1
∂p1

= −α s1(1− s1)

(b) Using the chain rule of derivation,
∂s1
∂p2

=
∂s1
∂δ2

∂δ2
∂p2

. Note that
∂δ2
∂p2

= −α. And as

shown above
∂s1
∂δ2

= −s1 s2. Therefore:

∂s1
∂p2

= α s1 s2
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(c) Using the chain rule of derivation,
∂s1
∂x1

=
∂s1
∂δ1

∂δ1
∂x1

. Note that
∂δ1
∂x1

= β. Therefore:

∂s1
∂x1

= β s1(1− s1)

(d) Using the chain rule of derivation,
∂s1
∂x2

=
∂s1
∂δ2

∂δ2
∂x2

. Note that
∂δ2
∂x2

= β. Therefore:

∂s1
∂x2

= −β s1 s2

– —

The profit function of firm j ∈ {0, 1} is πj = pj qj− cj qj − FC(xj), where: qj is
the quantity sold by firm j (i.e., qj = H sj); cj is firm j′s marginal cost, that
is assumed constant, i.e., linear cost function; and FC(xj) is a fixed cost that
depends on the level of quality of the firm.

Q1.3. (10 points) Suppose that firms take their qualities x1 and x2 as given and
compete in prices ala Bertrand.
(a) Obtain the equation that describes the marginal condition of profit maximiza-
tion of firm 1 in this Bertrand game. Write this equation taking into account

the specific form of
∂s1
∂p1

in the Logit model.

(b) Given this equation, write the expression for the equilibrium price-cost mar-
gin p1 − c1 as a function of s1 and the demand parameter α.

ANSWER.

(a) The f.o.c. is: q1+p1
∂q1
∂p1
− c1

∂q1
∂p1

= 0. Since q1 = H s1, we have that
∂q1
∂p1

= H
∂s1
∂p1

. And

taking into account the expression for
∂s1
∂p1

in Q1.2, we have that
∂q1
∂p1

= −H α s1(1−s1) = −α
q1(1− s1). Therefore, the F.O.C. is:

q1 − α q1 (p1 − c1) (1− s1) = 0

Or equivalently,

1− α (p1 − c1) (1− s1) = 0

(b) Solving for the price-cost margin, we have that:

p1 − c1 =
1

α (1− s1)

– —
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Now, suppose that the researcher is not willing to impose the assumption of
Bertrand competition and considers a conjectural variations model. Define the
conjecture parameter CV1 as the belief or conjecture that firm 1 has about how
firm 2 will change its price when firm 1 changes marginally its price. That is, CV1
represents the belief or conjecture of firm 1 about

∂p2
∂p1

. Similarly, CV2 represents

the belief or conjecture of firm 2 about
∂p2
∂p1

.

Q1.4. (10 points) Suppose that firm 1 has a conjectural variation CV1.
(a) Obtain the equation that describes the marginal condition of profit maxi-
mization of firm 1 under this conjectural variation. Write this equation taking

into account the specific form of
∂s1
∂p1

in the Logit model. [Hint: Now, we have

that:
dq1
dp1

=
∂q1
∂p1

+
∂q1
∂p2

∂p2
∂p1

, where
∂q1
∂p1

and
∂q1
∂p2

are the expressions you have derived

in Q1.2].
(b) Given this equation, write the expression for the equilibrium price-cost mar-
gin p1− c1 as a function of the market shares s1 and s2, and the parameters α and
CV1.

ANSWER.

(a) The f.o.c. is: q1 + (p1 − c1)
dq1
dp1

= 0. But now we have that
dq1
dp1

=
∂q1
∂p1

+
∂q1
∂p2

∂p2
∂p1

=

∂q1
∂p1

+
∂q1
∂p2

CV1. Therefore, the F.O.C. is:

q1 + (p1 − c1)
[
∂q1
∂p1

+
∂q1
∂p2

CV1

]
= 0

Now, we particularize this equation for the Logit model. Since q1 = H s1, we have that
∂q1
∂p1

=

H
∂s1
∂p1

, and taking into account the expression for
∂s1
∂p1

in Q1.2, we have that
∂q1
∂p1

= −H α

s1(1− s1) = −α q1(1− s1). Similarly,
∂q1
∂p2

= H
∂s1
∂p2

, and taking into account the expression

for
∂s1
∂p2

in Q1.2, we have that
∂q1
∂p2

= H α s1 s2 = α q1 s2. Therefore,
∂q1
∂p1

+
∂q1
∂p2

CV1 is equal

to −α q1(1− s1) + α q1 s2 CV1. The F.O.C. becomes:

q1 + (p1 − c1) [−αq1(1− s1) + αq1s2CV1] = 0

Or equivalently,

1 + (p1 − c1) [−α(1− s1) + αs2CV1] = 0
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(b) Solving for the price-cost margin, we have that:

p1 − c1 =
1

α (1− s1 − s2CV1)

Q1.5. (15 points) Suppose that the researcher does not know the magnitude
of the marginal costs c1 and c2, but she knows that the two firms use the same
production technology, they use the same type of variable inputs, and they
purchase these inputs in the same markets where they are price takers. Under
these conditions, the researcher knows that c1 = c2 = c, though she does not know
the magnitude of the marginal cost c.
(a) The marginal conditions for profit maximization in Q1.4(b), for the two

firms, together with the condition c1 = c2 = c, imply that price difference between
these two firms, p1− p2, is a particular function of their markets shares and their
conjectural variations. Derive the equation that represents this condition.
(b) The researcher observes prices p1 = $200 and p2 = $195 and market shares

s1 = 0.5 and s2 = 0.2. Firm 1 has both a larger price and a larger market share
because its product has better quality, i.e., x1 > x2. The researcher has estimated
the demand system and knows that α = 0.01. Plug in these data into the equation
in Q1.5(a) to obtain a condition that the parameters CV1 and CV2 should satisfy
in this market.
(c) Using the equation in Q1.5(b), show that the hypothesis of Nash-Bertrand

competition (that requires CV1 = CV2 = 0) implies a prediction about the price
difference p1 − p2 that is substantially larger than the price difference that we
observe in the data.
(d) Using the equation in Q1.5(b), show that the hypothesis of Collusion (that

requires CV1 = CV2 = 1) implies a prediction about the price difference p1 − p2

that is much closer to the price difference that we observe in the data.

ANSWER.

(a) The marginal conditions for firms 1 and 2 are p1 − c = 1
α (1−s1−s2CV1) and p2 − c =

1
α (1−s2−s1CV1) , respectively. The difference between these two equations implies:

p1 − p2 =
1

α (1− s1 − s2CV1)
− 1

α (1− s2 − s1CV2)
This is the condition we are looking for.

(b) Plugging our data on prices and market share into the previous equation, we have:

$200− $195 = 100

1− 0.5− 0.2 CV1
− 100

1− 0.2− 0.5 CV2
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Or equivalently,

$5 =
100

0.5− 0.2 CV1
− 100

0.8− 0.5 CV2
(c) The hypothesis of Nash-Bertrand competition, CV1 = CV2 = 0, implies that the right

hand side of the equation in Q5(b) is:

100

0.5
− 100
0.8

= 200− 125 = $75

That is, the assumption of Nash-Bertrand competition implies a price difference of $75.

However, the actual price difference in the data is only $5. The assumption of Nash-Bertrand

competition over-estimates the observed price difference by 1400%.

(d) The hypothesis of Collusion, CV1 = CV2 = 1, implies that the right hand side of the

equation in Q5(b) is:
100

0.5− 0.2 −
100

0.8− 0.5 = $0

That is, Collusion implies a price difference of $0, which is closer to the actual price difference

of $5 that we observe in the data.

QUESTION 2. [50 points]. To answer the questions in this part of the problem
set you need to use the dataset verboven_cars.dta Use this dataset to implement
the estimations describe below. Please, provide the STATA code that you use
to obtain the results. For all the models that you estimate below, impose the
following conditions:
- For market size (number of consumers), use Population/4, i.e., pop/4
- Use prices measured in euros (eurpr).
- For the product characteristics in the demand system, include the charac-

teristics: hp, li, wi, cy, le, and he.
- Include also as explanatory variables the market characteristics: ln(pop)

and log(gdp).
- In all the OLS estimations include fixed effects for market (ma), year (ye),

and brand (brd).
- Include the price in logarithms, i.e., ln(eurpr).
- Allow the coeffi cient for log-price to be different for different markets (coun-

tries). That is, include as explanatory variables the log price, but also the log
price interacting (multiplying) each of the market (country) dummies except one
country dummy (say the dummy for Germany) that you use as a benchmark.
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Q2.1. (15 points)
(a) Obtain the OLS-Fixed effects estimator of the Standard logit model. In-

terpret the results.
(b) Test the null hypothesis that all countries have the same price coeffi cient.
(c) Based on the estimated model, obtain the average price elasticity of de-

mand for each country evaluated at the mean values of prices and market shares
for that country.

ANSWER. The complete code is provided at the end of this document. Here I include some

parts of the code. First, we read the dataset and construct some new variables.

use "C:\verboven_cars.dta", clear
gen logq = ln(qu)

gen logp = ln(eurpr)

gen logpop = ln(pop)

gen loggdp = ln(ngdp)

gen msize = pop/4

We need to construct the variable with the market shares (sjmt), the market share of the

outside alternative (s0mt), and the log-odds ratio (ln(sjmt/s0mt)).

//construct market share s_j

gen share = qu/msize

//construct outside good’s market share s_0

egen sum_share = sum(share), by(ma ye)

gen share0 = 1 - sum_share

//generate log odd ratio

gen lsj_ls0 = ln(share/share0)

And we need to generate the dummy variables for country (market) and the product of each

of these dummies with log-price.

//generate country dummies

tab ma, gen(countrydum_)

gen dumBel_logp = countrydum_1 * logp

gen dumFra_logp = countrydum_2 * logp

gen dumGer_logp = countrydum_3 * logp

gen dumIta_logp = countrydum_4 * logp
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gen dumUK_logp = countrydum_5 * logp

(a) Obtain the OLS-Fixed effects estimator of the Standard logit model. Inter-
pret the results. The code is (including logp and omitting Germany * logp)

// With logp and Germany as excluding dummy * logp

reghdfe lsj_ls0 logp dumBel_logp dumFra_logp dumIta_logp dumUK_logp hp li wi

cy le he logpop loggdp, vce(robust) a(ma ye brd)

This is the table with the estimation results.

Alternatively, but with identical results, we can implement this estimator without in-

cluding logp and including all the country dummies interacted with logp. The code is:
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Interpretation:

- In the estimation without including logp and including all the country dummies in-

teracted with logp, the parameter estimates are estimates of αGermany, αBe lg ium, αFrance,

αItaly, and αUK . In the estimation including logp and omitting Germany*logp, the parame-

ter estimate associated to regressor logp is αGermany, and the parameter estimates for the

interactions of country dummies with logp are (αBe lg ium − αGermany), (αFrance − αGermany),
(αItaly − αGermany), and (αUK − αGermany).
- The parameters α that measure price sensitivity are all significantly smaller than zero as

we expect with a downward sloping demand curve. There are differences between countries in

these parameters. Below we present a formal test of the null hypothesis that these parameters

are the same. But it is already clear that the parameter α for Germany is substantially

smaller in absolute value than the corresponding parameters for other countries. Italyis the

market with the largest price sensitivity.

- The parameter estimate for the characteristic "width" (wi) is positive and statistically

significant. However, the parameter estimates of the other product characteristics are all

negative and most of them significant. This result is not reasonable, especially for charac-

teristics such as cylinder volume (cy) and horsepower (hp) which are measures of quality.

There are several possible interpretation for this implausible estimates of these parameters.

Let me include here two possible explanations. First, consumers may have heterogeneous

taste for these characteristics. Some consumers like then and others dislike them. We are es-

timating just the average taste. Though this is possible, it is hard to believe that the average
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consumer valuation of cylinder volume (cy) or horsepower (hp) is negative. A second and

more plausible explanation is that some of these observable characteristics are negatively

correlated with the unobserved quality of the product, ξj. The estimated parameters are

capturing both the direct (ceteris paribus) effect of these characteristics on demand, but also

the indirect (non causal) effect because their correlation with the error term.

- The effect of loggdp is positive on the demand of cars. Markets and time periods with

more loggdp have a larger demand for all the products. This positive income effect makes

economic sense.

- Instead, logpop has a negative effect on the demand for cars. This could be interpreted

as a causal effect: markets with more population tend to have consumers with a lower taste

for cars. But it can be also interpreted as a correction for our measure of market size, pop/4.

(b) Test the null hypothesis that all countries have the same price coeffi cient.
The implementation of the test depends on how we have implemented the estimation: includ-

ing logp and omitting one country dummy; or omitting logp and including all the country

dummies.

If we include logp and omit one Germany*logp, this is the code for the test.

// Test of null hypothesis same alphas across countries

test dumBel_logp = dumFra_logp = dumIta_logp = dumUK_logp = 0

And this is the result or output from STATA:

If we do not include logp and include all the country dummies interacted with logp, this

is the code for the test.

// Test of null hypothesis same alphas across countries

test dumGer_logp = dumBel_logp = dumFra_logp = dumIta_logp = dumUK_logp

And this is the result or output from STATA:
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Interpretation. The two approaches give us exactly the same result for the F-test. This

should be necessarily the case by construction. The p-value of this null hypothesis is practi-

cally zero. Therefore, under practically any significance level, we reject the null hypothesis

that the α parameters are the same across countries.

(c) Based on the estimated model, obtain the average price elasticity of de-
mand for each country evaluated at the mean values of prices and market shares
for that country.

ANSWER. The demand elasticity for product-country-year (j,m, t) is:

ηjmt =
∂sjmt
∂pjmt

pjmt
sjmt

Now, we take into account the form of ∂sjmt/∂pjmt in our Logit model.

∂sjmt
∂pjmt

=
∂sjmt
∂δjmt

∂δjmt
∂pjmt

In the Logit model,
∂sjmt
∂δjmt

= sjmt(1 − sjmt). And given that δjmt = −αm ln(pjmt) + ..., we

have that
∂δjmt
∂pjmt

=
−αm
pjmt

. Therefore,

ηjmt =

[
sjmt(1− sjmt)

−αm
pjmt

]
pjmt
sjmt

= −αm (1− sjmt)

As for the code, we start by creating a variable that contains the information about the

countries’alpha parameters. This is the code.

// Creating variable with alpha parameters

gen alpha = .

replace alpha = -_b[dumBel_logp] if ma==1

replace alpha = -_b[dumFra_logp] if ma==2
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replace alpha = -_b[dumGer_logp] if ma==3

replace alpha = -_b[dumIta_logp] if ma==4

replace alpha = -_b[dumUK_logp] if ma==5

Variable alpha contains the estimated parameter αBe lg ium for all the observations that

belong to Belgium, the estimated parameter αFrance for all the observations that belong to

France, and so on for each country. Next, we create a variable that contains the values of the

elasticities ηjmt = −αm (1 − sjmt) for every product-country-year observation in the data.
This is the code.

// Creating variable with the elasticities

gen elasticity = -alpha * (1-share)

To obtain the mean value of this variable by country, we could do it in different ways.

For instance,

// Mean elasticities by country

sum elasticity if ma==1

sum elasticity if ma==2

sum elasticity if ma==3

sum elasticity if ma==4

sum elasticity if ma==5

Or in a more compact form

// Mean elasticities by country

tab ma, sum(leasticity)

These are the results
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Interpretation of the results. In principle, the differences in the mean demand elasticities

across countries come from two sources: (1) differences between countries in the α para-

meters; and (2) differences between countries in the mean market shares. However, mean

market shares are very similar across countries. Therefore, mean demand elasticities are

practically identical to the α parameters.

Q2.2. (20 points) Consider the equilibrium condition (first order conditions of
profit maximization) under the assumption that each product is produced by
only one firm.
(a) Write the equation for this equilibrium condition. Write this equilibrium

condition as an equation for the Lerner Index,
pj −MCj

pj
.

ANSWER. The profit function of firm j is πj = pj qj − Cj(qj). The first order condition
with respect to price is:

qj + pj
∂qj
∂pj
−MCj

∂qj
∂pj

= 0

Solving for pj −MCj, we have that:

pj −MCj =
−qj

∂qj/∂pj

And the Lerner index is:
pj −MCj

pj
=

−qj
pj [∂qj/∂pj]

Now, we take into account the form of ∂qj/∂pj in our Logit model.

∂qj
∂pj

= H
∂sj
∂pj

= H
∂sj
∂δj

∂δj
∂pj

In the Logit model,
∂sj
∂δj

= sj(1 − sj). And given that δj = −α ln(pj) + ..., we have that

∂δj
∂pj

=
−α
pj
. Therefore,

∂qj
∂pj

= qj (1− sj)
−α
pj

And plugging this expression in the Lerner Index, we have:

pj −MCj
pj

=
−qj

pj [qj (1− sj)
−α
pj
]
=

1

α(1− sj)

(b) Using the previous equation in Q2.2(a) and the estimated demand in Q2.1,
calculate the Lerner index for every car-market-year observation in the data.
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ANSWER. Note that, according to the estimated models, different countries have different

value for the parameter α. Furthermore, every product-market-year observation (j,m, t) has

a different market share, sjmt. Therefore, the Lerner index variable is:

pjmt −MCjmt
pjmt

=
1

αm (1− sjmt)

Note that, in this model, the Lerner index is exactly equal to the inverse of absolute value

of the demand elasticity:
pjmt −MCjmt

pjmt
=

1

|ηjmt|
This is the code to obtain the Lerner index variable.

// Lerner indexes

gen lerner = 1/abs(elasticity)

(c) Report the mean values of the Lerner Index for each of the counties/markets.
Comment the results.

Again there are different way of computing the mean values of the Lerner index by

country. We can obtain them as follows:

// Mean lerner indexes by country

// Note that Belgium (ma==1), France (ma==2),

// Germany (ma==3), Italy (ma==4), and UK (ma==5)

sum lerner if ma==1

sum lerner if ma==2

sum lerner if ma==3

sum lerner if ma==4

sum lerner if ma==5

Or in a more compact form:

// Mean lerner indexes by country

tab ma, sum(lerner)

These are the results:
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The estimated demand model implies Lerner indexes that are very high, especially for

Germany where the index implies a markup of 146%. This is because the elasticities are

small, especially in Germany.

(d) Report the mean values of the Lerner Index for each of the top five car
manufacturers (i.e., the five car manufacturers with largest total aggregate sales
over these markets and sample period). Comment the results.

First, we need to figure out which are the five car manufacturers with the largest aggregate

sales during the years of the sample. We calculate aggregate sales by firm.

// Aggregate sales by car manufacturer

egen totq_frm = sum(qu), by(frm)

We can figure out the top-5 manufacturers in different way. A very simple way is to sort

the data by the variable totq_frm but in inverse order (using the command gsort -), then

list the variables frm and totq_frm avoiding repetition of firms, and finally take the first 5

firms in this list. This is the code:

// Top 5 manufacturers

gsort - totq_frm

list frm totq_frm if frm~=frm[_n-1]

And we get (sorted in inverse order)
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To obtain the mean Lerner indexes for these manufacturers, we can use the command

summarize with the "if" option. Or we can use the following more compact way.

// Mean lerner indexes for the top-5 firms

// Note that Fiat (frm==4), VW (frm==26),

// Peugeot (frm==16), Renault (frm==18), and Ford (frm==5)

tab frm if (frm==4) | (frm==26) | (frm==16) | (frm==18) | (frm==5), sum(lerner)

These are the results.

Interpretation. The differences in the mean Lerner indexes of these firms come from two

sources: (1) firms can have different presence in different markets/counties, and countries

have different values of α that generates important differences in the lerner indexes; and (2)

firms have different market shares, and this affects their Lerner indexes. Given that these

top-5 firms have similar market shares, most of the difference in their Lerner differences comes

from their different presence across countries, and in particular their presence in Germany

that is the country with smaller demand elasticity. Thus, we see that the German company
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VW is the firm with the larger Lerner index because it is also the top-5 firm with stronger

presence in Germany.

Q2.3. (15 points)
(a) Using the equilibrium condition and the estimated demand, obtain an esti-
mate of the marginal cost for every car-market-year observation in the data.

ANSWER. The equilibrium condition of the model implies that:

pjmt −MCjmt =
pjmt

αm (1− sjmt)

And solving for the marginal cost:

MCjmt = pjmt −
pjmt

αm (1− sjmt)

By looking at this expression, we can already see that the small estimate of the parameter

αGermany (smaller than one) implies that the estimated marginal costs for Germany are

negative, i.e., because with α < 1, p/α(1 − s) > p. Of course, this is a very implausible

prediction. There are two main aspects where the model could be failing and generating this

implausible prediction: (1) ignoring that firms are multi-product; and (2) the logit model

is very restrictive. A nested logit that accounts for the multiproduct nature of these firms

does not generate these negative estimates for the marginal costs.

This is the code for calculating the marginal cost.

// Estimating the values of Marginal Costs

gen mc = eurpr - eurpr/(alpha * (1-share))

(b) Run an OLS-Fixed effects regression where the dependent variable is the
estimated value of the marginal cost, and the explanatory variables (regressors)
are the product characteristics hp, li, wi, cy, le, and he. Interpret the results.

ANSWER. This is the code for the estimation of the regression for the marginal cost function.

// Estimating marginal cost function

reghdfe mc hp li wi cy le he, vce(robust) a(ma ye brd)

And this is the output from this regression:
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Interpretation. The product characteristic with the strongest effect on the marginal cost

is horse power (hp). Since marginal cost (the dependent variable) is measured in Euros and

horse power is measured in kW, we have that an increase in 1kW of horse power implies a

15 euros increase in the marginal cost of a car. The empirical distribution of horse power

(sum hp, detail) has 10% percentile of 31 kW, a median of 55 kW, and a 90% percentile

of 90 kW. Therefore, ceteris paribus, the difference in marginal cost between a car at the

90-percentile and a car at the 10-percentile of horse power is equal to 15*(90-31) = 885 euros.

Length (le) has also a significant and positive effect on marginal cost. Since length (le) is

measured in centimeters, we have that a 1 meter increase in length (which is approximately

the difference between the 90-percentile and the 10-percentile in the empirical distribution of

length) implies an increase in marginal cost of 203 euros. The characteristic cylinder (cy) has

a negative effect on marginal cost, which is not a plausible prediction. A possible explanation

is that this characteristic is negatively correlated with the error term, i.e., with omitted /

unobserved product characteristics affecting marginal cost. The other characteristics have a

positive effect but not statistically significant to zero.

We can obtain the estimates of country fixed effects, year fixed effects, and brand fixed

effects, by using the option savefe in the estimation command (reghdfe mc hp li wi cy

le he, vce(robust) a(ma ye brd, savefe). Then, we can tabulate the values of these
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variables:

tab ma, sum(maFE)

tab ye, sum(yeFE)

tab brd, sum(brdFE)

This shows that there is substantial heterogeneity in marginal costs (keeping constant

the observable characteristics) across countries, and especially over brands. There is also a

clear increasing time trend in the evolution of marginal costs over time.
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STATA CODE

// ----------------------------------------------

// ECO310 - EMPIRICAL INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATION

//

// PROBLEM SET 2

// using Verboven’s data on automobiles in Europe

// Due of December 6th, 2018

//

// by Victor Aguirregabiria

//

//-----------------------------------------------

//-------------------------------------------------

// 1. Reading dataset & generating new variables

//-------------------------------------------------

use "C:\Dropbox\problem_set_02\verboven_cars.dta", clear
gen logq = ln(qu)

gen logp = ln(eurpr)

gen logpop = ln(pop)

gen loggdp = ln(ngdp)

gen msize = pop/4

//construct market share s_j

gen share = qu/msize

//construct outside good’s market share s_0

egen sum_share = sum(share), by(ma ye)

gen share0 = 1 - sum_share

//generate log odd ratio

gen lsj_ls0 = ln(share/share0)

//generate country dummies

tab ma, gen(countrydum_)

// countrydum_1 ma==Belgium

// countrydum_2 ma==France

// countrydum_3 ma==Germany

// countrydum_4 ma==Italy

// countrydum_5 ma==UK

gen dumBel_logp = countrydum_1 * logp
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gen dumFra_logp = countrydum_2 * logp

gen dumGer_logp = countrydum_3 * logp

gen dumIta_logp = countrydum_4 * logp

gen dumUK_logp = countrydum_5 * logp

//---------------------------------------------------------------

// 3. Estimation of the Logit model and test of null hypothesis

// Questions 2.1(a) and 2.1(b)

//---------------------------------------------------------------

// With logp and Germany as excluding dummy * logp

reghdfe lsj_ls0 logp dumBel_logp dumFra_logp dumIta_logp dumUK_logp hp li wi

cy le he logpop loggdp, vce(robust) a(ma ye brd)

// Test of null hypothesis same alphas across countries

test dumBel_logp = dumFra_logp = dumIta_logp = dumUK_logp = 0

// Without logp and including all country dummies* logp

reghdfe lsj_ls0 dumGer_logp dumBel_logp dumFra_logp dumIta_logp dumUK_logp

hp li wi cy le he logpop loggdp, vce(robust) a(ma ye brd)

// Test of null hypothesis same alphas across countries

test dumGer_logp = dumBel_logp = dumFra_logp = dumIta_logp = dumUK_logp

//---------------------------------------------------------------

// 4. Calculating demand elasticities

// Elasticity = -alpha * (1- share)

// Question 2.1(c)

//---------------------------------------------------------------

tab ma, sum(ma)

// Creating variable with alpha parameters

gen alpha = .

replace alpha = -_b[dumBel_logp] if ma==1

replace alpha = -_b[dumFra_logp] if ma==2

replace alpha = -_b[dumGer_logp] if ma==3

replace alpha = -_b[dumIta_logp] if ma==4

replace alpha = -_b[dumUK_logp] if ma==5

// Creating variable with the elasticities

gen elasticity = -alpha * (1-share)

// Mean elasticities by country

sum elasticity if ma==1
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sum elasticity if ma==2

sum elasticity if ma==3

sum elasticity if ma==4

sum elasticity if ma==5

// ... or in a more compact form

tab ma, sum(elasticity)

//---------------------------------------------------------------

// 4. Lerner indexes and their means by country and car manufacturer

// Question 2.2(b), 2.2(c), and 2.2(d)

//---------------------------------------------------------------

gen lerner = 1/abs(elasticity)

// Mean lerner indexes by country

sum lerner if ma==1

sum lerner if ma==2

sum lerner if ma==3

sum lerner if ma==4

sum lerner if ma==5

// ... or in a more compact form

tab ma, sum(lerner)

// Aggregate sales by car manufacturer

egen totq_frm = sum(qu), by(frm)

// Top 5 manufacturers

gsort - totq_frm

list frm totq_frm if frm~=frm[_n-1]

// Mean lerner indexes for the top-5 firms

// Note that Fiat (frm==4), VW (frm==26),

// Peugeot (frm==16), Renault (frm==18), and Ford (frm==5)

tab frm, sum(frm)

tab frm if (frm==4) | (frm==26) | (frm==16) | (frm==18) | (frm==5), sum(lerner)
//---------------------------------------------------------------

// 5. Estimating Marginal Costs and MArginal Cost function

// Question 2.3(a) and 2.3(b)

//---------------------------------------------------------------

// Estimating the values of marginal costs

gen mc = eurpr - eurpr/(alpha * (1-share))
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// Estimating marginal cost function

reghdfe mc hp li wi cy le he, vce(robust) a(ma ye brd)

// Estimating marginal cost function

reghdfe mc hp li wi cy le he, vce(robust) a(ma ye brd, savefe)

// Estimating marginal cost function without Germany

reghdfe mc hp li wi cy le he if ma~=3, vce(robust) a(ma ye brd, savefe)

rename __hdfe1__ maFE

rename __hdfe2__ yeFE

rename __hdfe3__ brdFE

tab ma, sum(maFE)

tab ye, sum(yeFE)

tab brd, sum(brdFE)
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